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In this note, we correct missing citations/auto-citations of our earlier paper “ICT as Prerequisite for Economic Growth and Competitiveness - Case Study Print Media Industry” published in Journal of Engineering Management and Competitiveness (JEMC), 5(1), 21-28, 2015. In order to enable easier way to find sources used in paper, the original citations are supplemented by corresponding web addresses.
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In the section ICTs and economic activity when commenting macro level impact of ICT on economic activities in the earlier paper we quote the original work made by author Pilat (Pilat, D., 2004., “The ICT productivity paradox: insights from micro data (information and communications technology”, OECD Economic Studies, Jan, Issue), but in the corrected version we add auto citation as we examined the same problem in the paper Bogetić, S., Vidas-Bubanja, M. & Lekić, S. (2014). Quality services as a key factor of competitiveness of transport companies. Journal of Engineering Management and Competitiveness (JEMC), 4(2), 114-123.


In the section dealing with ICT impact on economic activities on regional level earlier citation EU Commission, 2011 ( Full source – EU Commission, 2011., Annual Growth Survey 2011, Vol. 1/5, Brussel: EU Commission ) was supplemented by citation of the web address where the same text can be found http://www.epc.eu/dsm/.

In the part dealing with Competitive effects and the role of innovation for the successful firm performance original sources: 1) EU Commission, 2008., E-Business Watch: E-Business in Europe-

Section in the original paper under the title ICT impact on work and competitiveness in print media industry and the source of Table 2 are corrected by adding auto-citation: Vidas-Bubanja, M., & Bubanja, I. (2015, May). Internet challenges for print media advertising practice-Case of Belgrade daily newspapers. In Information and Communication Technology, Electronics and Microelectronics (MIPRO), 2015 38th International Convention on (pp. 1457-1462). IEEE., as this text concerns the same problematic.

Original sources used in section about E-business and competitiveness level of Serbian firms are National statistical office and Vojvodina ICT cluster in publications:

These sources are now supplemented by following web addresses where such topics can be found:
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